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n products & services
Water treatment technology

Australian Innovative Systems’ (AIS) Ecoline technology can be 
used to negate the need to transport, store or handle chlorine by 
sanitising water using fresh water and power alone. It uses the 
salts and minerals naturally present in water to produce chlorine 
safely and inline using electrolysis.

Thousands of litres of water can be treated per minute and the 
amount of chlorine released is controlled by varying the power 
supply to the anodes which are manufactured by AIS.

The Ecoline technology is being used at Dubai’s Grand Hyatt 
Resort to treat its 2.5 million-litre lagoon and at Waterbom leisure 
park in Bali to treat up to 6 million litres of water. In Australia, 
it is used at Skycity Resort Darwin as well as municipal and 
university swimming pools.

Australian Innovative Systems (AIS)

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/T929

LED panel light range
Ilum-a-Lite has announced the Light Eco 
Elegance LED Panel Light. Suitable for com-
mercial and office lighting, the range of LED 
panel l ights has been designed to replace  
2 x 36″ fluorescent lighting troffers.

The elegant light range has been architecturally 
designed to blend into modern interiors while de-
livering good lighting and energy savings. Features 
include a CRI of >80 Ra as well as improved colour 
consistency and heat reduction.

Delivering 3200 lumen for the 40 W panel and 2300 
lumen for the 30 W panel, the recessed Elegance 
LED troffer has a T-Bar design so it fits easily into 
existing ceiling configurations. The light is available 
in a rectangular and square design recessed and has 
optional suspension mountings.

Ilum-a-lite Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/T777

Pumps in a power outage

Constantly runs ...
using energy, when pumps are not in use

Requires the further purchase
of Auto Switch gear

Requires a load bank
wasting fuel

Stops pumping if motor
control centre fails

Stops pumping if submersible
pumps are chocked

Pumps in a power outage

Only runs when pumping is needed

NO Auto switch gear required

NO load bank needed... conserving fuel

Keeps pumping, even when motor 
control centre fails

Keeps pumping, even when submersible 
pumps are choked

Emergency standby pumps are equipped with the industry leading Gorman - Rupp
Super T - series or the revolutionary Ultra V series sewage pumps. Both models are easy to 
maintain,and can handle stringy materials (such as rags). Flows to 200 L/s and heads to 80 
metres can be reached in most applications.

Hydro Innovations can supply an extensive range of pumps to suit varying flow rates and 
pressure visit www.hyrdroinnovations.com.au

Discover the benefits of switching from a generator to an
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